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We keep saying that it is getting too much and we should
try to cut back on the number of parcels we send. All
our wonderful friends, however, keep donating such
magnificent

gifts

we

just have to pass them
on. And so it was that
seventeen more parcels
were despatched in early
October. And it didn’t
end there. We were given
an incredible selection of
ball point pens after the
parcels had gone, which
weighed over 10 kilos!
We talked to the great folk
at Etihad and they gave
us an additional luggage
allowance so we could take the pens out in our luggage.

Boxes of calculators

Computers and monitors

Boxes of books, sorted for High Loaded up and taken to the school
school and Elementary school

We gave a couple of the
classrooms a lick of paint

and the outside of the
canteen building too!

We
refurbished
one
dilapidated
toilet

and built two
more in the
Elementary
school

Three new
computers
for the
Elementary
school
and one for the principal

We were given lots of
soft toys

it was a joy to hand them out to
the kindergarten children

The High school asked for
extension side wings to the
main covered area, so we got
the materials and the work
started

the finished item

and the students showed
their appreciation!

we put some more funds
into sporting equipment

The barangay health
workers pose with
the nebulisers, B.P.
monitors and scales
we supplied

Brollies and books were
requested and we’re
happy to oblige
The feeding program for the
under-nourished is one of
the main functions of the
BHW’s. We bought a new
“filing cabinet” for their
record-keeping

Ball-point pens,
pencils, writing pads
and calculators,
distributed among the
various classes

students waiting
patiently in line

It is not unusual for
parents to have five,
six or more children
studying at the
schools at any one
time so something
like this can be a
really helpful in
ensuring they can
all go to the school,
without worrying
about the cost of these
items

In addition to
the scholarship
for the top
forty students,
we are very
happy that this
year, thanks
to generous
donations from
some of our
benefactors,
we were able
to increase the
total number of
scholarships to
121.

In each
class,
all the
students
present
put their
names into
a box, and
names were
drawn out
randomly
one at
a time
by their
fellows

Section 7A
Leriza Mae Almoite
Aldrin Palaganas
Christopher Pacheco
Milver Palisoc
Giordan Muerong
James Camacho
Sharon Laconsay
Edmund Tarlit
Alfred Berida

Section 2A
Regine Ramos
Mylyn Balmediano
Jayson Berida
Via Bugayong
Lenie Pasara
Kissylyn Nicolas
John Flores
Josephine Barcellano
Oliver Rampas

Section 3A
Haydee Nitro
Ara Joy Paris
Christopher Zapatero
Gerson Bruan
Rochelle Tarlit
Joniel Villota
Lourdes Tagle
Freddie David
Nathaniel Zulueta

Section 7B
Jhomar Zulueta
Renz Villota
Kameah Navarro
Roden Miranda
Charlotte Buhayang
Gabriela Agsaoay
Cristoval Arzadon
Jerald Castro
Rosalinda De Vera

Section 2B
Carie Mae Zapatero
Regina Espirita
Archie Berida
Arrianne Joy Anda
Jhon Ray Non
Dhave Paolo Zulueta
Junecca Ceralde
Jayson Palaganas
Jhan Ray Capinpin

Section 3B
Judy Ann Gabriel
Janine Lopez
Kimberley Zapatero
Renalyn Villota
Gerlie Quibrontes
Daisy Teredamo
Mara Macatantan
Agnes Veloria
Dexson Villota

Section 7C
Carla Baruelo
Sammy Gibertas
Aldrean Jose
Albert Madio
Mia Inglesias
Michael Tarlit
Verbon Marmol
Jesus Zulueta
Daniel Barcellano

Section 2C
Waymanski Soriano
Alejandro Rosario
Ferdinand Caragay
Ivan Criz Tamayo
George Cabrera
Jayson Sison
Zoldy De Guzman
Jonald Jeso
Loude Cabatbat

Section 3C
Jessa Mae Cardozo
Edward Ordonio
Bernadette Banigued
Christian Jay Penuliar
Manny Boy Gutierrez
Charles Kevin Penuliar
Diana Lopez
Lilibeth Zulueta
Jeric Pimentel

Random choice, and some of the drawer winners for scholarships

We were fortunate
to be able to attend a
PTA meeting at the
High school and an
Appreciation day
at the Elementary
school, which gave
us two opportunities
to meet and talk to
the parents.
PTA day at the High School, using the new
projector and screen we bought for them.

The parent’s
views help us to
get a perspective
on what
they consider is most
required at the schools
Jo and I, on behalf of the
students of the Botao
schools can only say
“Thanks very much”
for all the help and
support we get from so
many people over the
year. We are so lucky to
have friends like you.

